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INTRODUCTION
Is the shortest way around the bases also the
fastest way? How do baseball players maintain
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full speed when running the bases? Why do

•

Angular Momentum

baseball players not fall over when running

•

Centrifugal Force

the bases? This project explores the effects

•

Average

of angular momentum in the context of base
running.
OBJECTIVES
• Determine whether it is better to run a linear
pattern or a circular pattern when going from

FOCUS STANDARDS
Relates to Linear Measurement:
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.2.MD.A.1

home to first, second, third, and back to home.
• Describe the forces that help a baseball player
maintain full speed when running the bases.

Relates to Angle Measurement:
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.4.MD.C.5

KEY CONCEPT

Relates to Averaging:

• Straight line path vs banana path

CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.5.NBT.B.7

• Calculating averages
MATERIALS
• Throw–down bases or any material that could
mark a base
• Stopwatch or cell phone clock/timer
• Notebook

Relates to Bar Charts:
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.2.MD.D.10

Angular Momentum
PROCEDURE
1. Set up the bases in a square, each of them 60 feet apart.
2. Break students into teams of two or more.
3. Run the bases and record data.
a. Straight Path — Runner will run from home plate around the bases in a straight line as fast as possible.
Record time.
b. Banana Path — Runner goes around bases in a looping path (banana pattern). Record time.
c. Each student should perform each base-running path three times (6 total) and record their time.
4. In order to stay in a straight line runners will have to slow down at each turn. How does this affect the
time it takes to run the bases?
5. In order to run around the bases at top speed and compensate for angular momentum, the runner must
run in a “banana pattern” and lean towards the pitcher’s mound.
a. This is the same reason why motorcycles lean into their turns (if they didn’t lean they would roll over at
the first high-speed turn).
7. Plot the averaged results for each student on the team for both types of paths on a double-bar graph
using the y-axis for the time (0 to 30 seconds).
ADDITIONAL SUPPORT
• To create context, discuss situations the students might know or have seen where centrifugal force is
happening. (i.e. fast motorcycles or bicyclists leaning in at a curve to stay balanced; holding on spinning
playground toys)
• Review how to use a stop watch and practice timing with a simple classroom activity such as hopping on
one foot.
• Using that data, practice adding (single and double-digit amounts) and then dividing by the number of tries
recorded (likely single digit amounts) to find an average.
ONLINE RESOURCES
Banana Route to First Base (1:34) – https://tinyurl.com/ybauep49 – Demonstration and rationale for running
bases with a “banana route” for speed and strategy.
POTENTIAL EXTENSIONS
Extension Idea #1 – Run the bases in reverse H, 3, 2, 1 and compare the data to the regular base running
sequence data.
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INSTRUCTIONS: Round the bases! Working in groups, take turns running the bases using both a straight line
path and a banana path. Calculate averages and determine which base-running method is the most efficient.
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2. Describe the forces that help a baseball player maintain
full speed when running the bases.

•

Angular momentum

•

Inside the park home run

KEY CONCEPT

•

Optimal path

•

Centrifugal force
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